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   XFuzion Token
Invest in XFN with PLS as a store of value token. Simply buy 
and hold to enjoy reflections and witness increased value 
over time.

   XFortune
Place your XFuzion tokens into the deposit pool for a chance 
to WIN! We burn 20% of XFN in each round to contribute to 
the token’s sustainability.

With Xfortune, a total of 500 tickets are available for 
purchase. Once all tickets have been sold, the draw will 
commence, and winners will be selected using our random 
number generator. Prizes are awarded for matching 
numbers from 1 to the 6th, with the grand prize going to 
those who match all 6 numbers! XFN in and XFN out.

   LendX
A community-driven initiative with zero fees. Truely 
a trustless, secure and a seamless project owned by 
the community.

You have the option to lend either 100 or 500 DAI into the 
LendX protocol, with a guaranteed 200% return only once 
your order is filled. This requires an initial investment of 100 
DAI and 200 DAI to fulfill your order principle (after your 
initial 100 DAI lend). Please be aware that there are other 
lenders, and you may not be the next in line. 

Future plans include redirecting fees from another part of 
the ecosystem back into LendX, ensuring lenders receive 
shared rewards while awaiting their 200% return.

   XFuzion Finance
A cutting-edge token designed to fuse advanced tokenomics with unparalleled utility.

   XFuzion Ecosystem
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   Zapper

The Zap function provides users with an easy way to create their LP pairs. Simply own 
one of the pairs, and once enabled, it can effortlessly split those tokens 50/50 into your 
desired LP pair.

   XFuzion Swap

You can effortlessly swap any token on the Pulsechain with minimal fees. Just remember 
to set a slippage of 12% when XFN is involved in the swap, as there is a 10% transaction 
fee integrated into its tokenomics.

   The XFuzion advantage

Crystal-Clear:
Full insights into your financial journey.

Fort Knox Secure: 
Our contracts pass rigorous audits, safeguarding every penny you trust us with.

Genuinely Decentralized: 
Ushering in a new era of equitable and open finance.
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   XFuzion Tokenomics (XFN)

Total supply 1,000,000,000,000,000 

1 Quadrillian tokens on launch with 9 decimals.

Buy & Sell Tax = 10%

5% reflections to holders.
5% is sent to the reserve adding liquidity.

Transfer Tax = 5%

3% is sent to the reserve for liquidity
2% is sent to the burn contract XQuantum.

49% is sent to the burn 
address, that automaticall 
re-balances it’s supply to 50% 
of the token ownership, when 
it reaches 51% (XQuantum).

25% is locked liquidity for 
Xfuzion/PLS on PulseX 
(The Reserve).

25% is towards the presale, for 
early investors to add liquidity.

1% is towards marketing 
and development.

49%

25%

25%
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   XFuzion Roadmap
Detailed below is the launch timeline, for the release of all product of XFuzion Finance. 

All timelines are an approximate, so we will need the full support of the community throughout
the entire release.

   Contact

For technical support please contact support (@NomadzMATT) within our official telegram 
or send an email to our support email address - support@xfuzion.finance

Early Q4 - 2023
XFUZION TOKEN

(DONE)

(DONE)

(DONE)

(DONE)

Mid Q4 - 2023
X-Yield

End Q4 - 2023
XFortune

Q1 - 2024
LendX

END Q1 - 2024
New Development
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   XFuzion Token Smart Contract Audit

Executive Summary
According to our assessment, the customer’s solidity smart contract is well-secured. 
It appears that no critical issues were found during this audit, which indicates good security 
practices and a secure foundation for production.

Conclusion
The contracts are written systematically, and the team found no critical issues which indicates 
good security practices and a secure foundation for production. It is now safe 
to launch this smart contract into production.

Click here to read full PDF version of the Audit by saferico.com   >

   Zap Smart Contract Audit

Executive Summary
According to our assessment, the customer’s solidity smart contract is Well-Secured.

Conclusion
The contracts are written systematically. 
Team found no critical issues. So, it is good to go for production.

Click here to read full PDF version of the Audit by saferico.com   >

   Xfortune Smart Contract Audit

Executive Summary
According to our assessment, the customer’s solidity smart contract is Well-Secured.

Conclusion
The contracts are written systematically. 
Team found no critical issues. So, it is good to go for production.

Click here to read full PDF version of the Audit by saferico.com   >

   LendX Smart Contract Audit

Executive Summary
According to our assessment, the customer’s solidity smart contract is Well-Secured.

Conclusion
The contracts are written systematically. 
Team found no critical issues. So, it is good to go for production.

Click here to read full PDF version of the Audit by saferico.com   >

https://github.com/Saferico/xfuzion-Smart-Contract-Audit/blob/adfdfeb5639425d52f8bc56f972a298300377240/xfuzion%20Smart%20Contract%20Audit%20.pdf
https://github.com/Saferico/xfuzion-Zap-Smart-Contract-Audit/blob/main/xfuzion%20Zap%20Smart%20Contract%20Audit.pdf
https://github.com/Saferico/xfuzion-xfortune-Smart-Contract-Audit/blob/main/xfuzion%20xfortune%20Smart%20Contract%20Audit.pdf
https://github.com/Saferico/lendX-Smart-Contract-Audit/blob/main/lendX%20Smart%20Contract%20Audit.pdf
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